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STORY.
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Our business was founded in 2015 by Charlie Jardine with
a pledge – to make charging simple and reliable.

Originally born in a barn (an old pig shed to be precise), we’ve
grown to become the global leader in charging electric fleets.
We started small, with a big ambition, and know that we’re
only just getting started.

Named the fastest-growing business in the EV sector by the 
Financial Times in its FT 1000 list of Europe’s fastest-growing
companies 2021, we’re an expanding network of offices,
testing facilities and manufacturing sites all connected by a 
shared purpose – to let our planet breathe again. Our 
charging products are made in the UK and distributed to 
more than 30 countries around the world by our team of
global charging experts.
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We don’t justpower electric  
vehicles, we power people.
We believe thathumans come first, technologyafter.  Our
teams are made of people thatthinkcreativelyand  have the
courage to be experimental andtake risks. That  doesn’tmean
we ignore the small printthough, we’re  always working to fine
tune even the smallestdetails.

At EO, we understandthatpowering electric vehicles  canfeel
complicatedattimes. That’s whyour people are  always there
to lenda helping hand– toeachother, to  our partners, to our
customers. We solve problems with  differentperspectives,
united by our core values and  sheerdetermination.

We put our partners atthe heartof everything we do.  We
fine-tune our ears to the voice of our customers  andpride
ourselves on being thathelping handinthe  transitionto
electric. If we don’t have the answers, we
findthem. If there isn’t a solutionthatexists, we’llbuild it.
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HOW WE THINK →
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We design and manufacture electric  vehicle
charging stations and cloud-based  charge-
point management software for  fleets, homes
and destinations.

WHAT 
WE DO

HOMES FLEETS WORKPLACES DESTINATIONS
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We supply mission critical infrastructure  and
end-to-end services tofleets of all  sizes,
from Bus toTruck, tohigh power  
opportunity charging en-route.

WHAT 
WE DO

BUSES TRUCKS DEPOTS EN-ROUTE
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WHO
WE
WORK
WITH
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In 2021, we partnered withAmazon to power the  
company’s fastgrowing fleetof electricdeliveryvans across
Europe.

Over the past2 years we’ve beenworking withtheirteam  to 
install over 1000 electric charging stations in the UK and Ireland, 
and onboard over 2000 3rd party chargers onto oursoftware
platformacross Germany, France, Italyand  Spain. EO provides its
unique turnkey fleetsolutionand90- min onsite SLAto Amazon
24/7/365.

POWERING
AMAZON’S
DELIVERY  
FLEET.

Case Study
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EO Charging recently installed50 EO Genius charge points  at 
Aviva’s Perth office as part of the company’s new solar carport
andenergystorageinstallation– one of the largest of its kindin
the UK.

The new facility, designedto support employees in  switching to
electric vehicles, is expectedto contribute a  carbon saving
equivalentof powering over 500 homes, or a  small town every
year.

UK’S
LARGEST
SOLAR 
CARPORT.

Case Study
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SUPPORTING
BUS FLEETS  
TRANSITION.
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EO has already supported several bus  
manufacturers and operators across the
country in their transition to an  electric
bus fleet.

This is especially prevalent in London where the transition is
supported by an ambitious vision and targets set by the Mayor
of London and Government.

EO is delivering projects involving overnight charging, 
opportunity charging, incorporating batterystorage, and  
various other unique solutions to suiteachclientandthe  
individual needsof theirsites.

We understand bus depots, particularly in London, are built
on historic locations thatmaynothave hadelectric vehicles in
mind! This is whyEO takes anopen-minded  andinquisitive
approachwithinthe designstage to
take on board the thoughts andconcerns of all relevant  
stakeholderstoensure a suitable solutionis proposed.

We aim to design a solution that is fit for purpose not only for
the short-term requirements but also enables a simple
expansiontosuit future expansion.
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EO Chargingdeployedthe firstdouble-deckerpantograph charger
for Go-AheadLondon’s Bexleyheathdepot.

The project alsoinvolvedthe installationof 18no. BYD  80kW
chargers andEO combinedthis withthe installation  of a 300kW
Pantographcharger.

This designallows the depotto implement“opportunity  
charging” atthe depot to spreadcharging requirements  
throughout the day to reduce overnight charging 
requirements.

UK’S
FIRST
DOUBLE
DECK 
PANTOGRAPH.

Case Study
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CONSULTATION DESIGN DELIVERY SUPPORT
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+ Scheduling

+ Power Availability

+ Type of Vehicle

+ Charger Hardware

+ Site Layout

+ Electrical Drawings

+ Grid Upgrades

+ Install and Commission

+ Single Point of Contact

+ 24/7 Support

+ Regular Maintenance

+ Extended Warranty

PLANNING, DELIVERY& SUPPORT →



OUR
PRODUCTS.
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HARDWARE
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EO HUB EO GENIUS OCPP COMPLIANT
AC

RAPID CHARGING
50-150 kW

RAPID CHARGING
150 kW+
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SOFTWARE &
SERVICES
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CHARGING, 
SCHEDULING&  
OPTIMISATION

LOAD MANAGEMENT &  
FLEXIBLESITEDESIGN

EO 
CLOUD

EO BUS  
SOFTWARE
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EO CLOUD
eBUS
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CHARGING AS-A-
SERVICE.
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Zero upfront costand  
guaranteed charger uptime.  
EOwill supply, install and  
maintain your equipment  for
you.

+ Charging hardware andsoftware

+ Fully installedandmaintained

+ DNO upgrades if required

+ Premium SLA with on-site chargerreplacement  and
24/7 telephone support

+ Load managementandsmartcharging

+ 5, 10 or 15 yearcontract
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O&M:
ALWAYS IN  
SAFE HANDS.
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+ O&M packagestosuit the differentneeds of  
eachsegment

+ Dedicated, in-house O&MTeam

+ Scheduledannual inspection

+ Emergencycallouts formissioncritical infrastructure

+ 24/7 telephone support

+ 90-min Onsite SLA
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THANK
YOU

Please feel free touse this
time toask any questions you  
may have.
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